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The Well of Being, from Jean-Pierre Weill, is an illustrated inquiry into the art of joy and what it means to
be radically alive inside our daily moments. Images and a graceful philosophic text invite us to awaken from
our constructed stories that we may go back to this globe and live in today's. The book is an encounter to be
experienced. Through art, philosophy, and poetry we are offered a refreshing and empowering way to
rethink ourselves. The reserve opens with a perennial accounts of life's greatest purpose and concludes with
a unique retelling of the puzzle we contact growing up.
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The Well to be: Not designed for All This book is definitely bigger than I expected it to be. It offers 182
pages. I've it sitting following to Ram Dass’s Be Here Right now, and I contemplate it one of the books that
I enjoy hanging out with. The illustration are quite gorgeous. All done in water paint images. a whirl of
leaves poking fun at the surplus of seriousness we are able to apply to our lives and our selves at times.It’s
definit a book that you should be alone to read without interruptions.It’s not a clear book, sunlight is
yellow...It’s more written like..You have to make your own interpretation of the story. high temperature that
originates from the sky.. This is one of the most beautifully written and illustrated books I've ever read and
...that we all have a special gift. When you look after our well getting, we are maturing that gift.. We queries
and we seek out answer. Beautiful. It’s when we true be ourselves, is whenever we will be content and re-
gain that sense of well getting.People may have different perspective of the book.I actually don’t think it’s a
publication that adults should have.. Make an effort to number out what the writer is wanting to illustrate. I'd
want to actually know easily was right or if anyone else felt the same way.We rated it a four because We
appreciate the publication. I just had to learn it many books to try to get a better understanding. An excellent
gift, one you won't want to give away, therefore keep a duplicate for you! It’s not really a long read since
there is only one sentence and then an illustration. A whirl of leaves poking fun at the surplus of seriousness
This is a clever, amazingly lovingly crafted story and assortment of artwork to convey some deeper,
meaningful truths worth thinking about. It is an aesthetic journey, a lesson in enlightenment, and yes, a
guided path to the well of being.. It's beautifully written and gorgeously illustrated.powerful! I've read it
several times. It's also almost whimsical; They have a bury unfocus look but you can explain the image.
Buyer beware.i. Reading the book with its light, but impactful text message and gorgeous, sublime
illustrations, is certainly in of itself a fitness in meditation.. Five Stars lovely Five Stars As promised.and
worth this listening as if it were a mysterious present" and a just what a gift The Well of Being is! The writer
gifts us a beautiful reminder that joy is an inside job, that we still have childlike question and open up
heartedness within and crafts through his terms and illustrations a path to return to that place. This
publication is a companion forever. I felt transported as if I was searching a vast sea or into an infinite starry
sky; feeling at once big yet little, and allowing this heartfelt reminder to apply loving kindness to ourselves
and the world seep in. This is a book to be reread again and again. The story is a treasure alone and Jean-
Pierre Weill's Endnotes and Attributions are an extra bonus - a true prize. The Well to be is a robust,
beautiful and transformative reserve that I simply cannot wait to share with others. Beautiful.. I think it’s for
anybody that appreciate art, which has time to sit down and interpret the tale.. gorgeous.. The Well TO BE is
a map, something special, a book that may modification your life. Adults want picture books to greatly help
them take a deep breath, to step away from the harshness that often confronts lifestyle. After going right
through it several times, I came across that the explanations and references behind the book, in the Endnotes
and Attributions sections, peel back again and reveal even more complexity, and present the reader an even
deeper feeling of appreciation for the illustrations. Life Changer The Well to be is an excellent book that
will influence you on many levels. Share this book! Beautiful book! Picture books aren’t simply for kids.
The text messages conveyed by the artwork in this publication can’t be completely expressed by the words.
I’d been looking for this another into print, and I’m so pleased it has. Makes a wonderful gift for anybody,
maybe especially for those who are usually doing and never decelerate. Answers within others, we try to
become other people. That is a book to treasure. As a leadership and lifestyle coach, I get this book an
invaluable resource and a deep component of my personal journey. I hadn't heard of Ramchal, an 28th
century philosopher and mystic but deeply appreciate the wisdom basically and elegantly expressed in this
publication. The illustratratuons are basic and work well with the white space on the web page. I didn't just
read The Well of Being, I experienced it. I am also happy to discover that it both back in print and not as
expensive since it was when I purchased it time back. Thanks for sharing your wisdom so gently and
efficiently Jean-Pierre!When I browse the book, I believed what the author is trying to says is ,.... Yesterday



I read component of it to an target audience of community leaders of non-profits as part of a keynote on
collaboration. I re-read the entire book this morning hours. It is simply lovely and a wonderful reminder of
an ideal child.. This is a book that I will treasure! The writer gifts us a lovely reminder that joy is an inside
job Early on in the story is a request to the reader to "bring focus on your thoughts, those that take you out of
this book, quiet them.. This is one of the most beautifully written and illustrated books I have ever read and
seen.within.My one disappointment was that after buying it, the purchase price went down significantly. I
feel blessed and privileged to possess the duplicate that I do! Astounding, wonderful Bought extras as gifts.
Beyond terms how great a publication. Go through, enjoy, savor and become reminded of what's known...
Beautifully illustrated prose that speaks right to the heart. Creative genius shines through with humor,
insight, and poignancy. This is a book that I will treasure! Karen Briscoe, author and podcast host "5 Minute
Success" Five Stars So beautiful. I love this book. Five Stars I Love this book, the art, the simplicity.. We
get rid of focus of our wellness, we have a tendency to be hard on ourselves. i needed it!
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